E), Zero Point Energy (ZPE), and Gibbs Free Energy (G) of the Optimized
Structures by the DFT Calculations S3 Table S1 . Table S2 . Energy (E), Zero Point Energy (ZPE), and Gibbs Free Energy (G) of the Optimized Structures by the DFT Calculations 
Energy (E), Zero Point Energy (ZPE), and Gibbs Free Energy (G) of the Optimized Structures by the DFT Calculations ----------------------
------------------------------------------------ Compound Method E, hartree ZPE, hartree G, hartree ---------------------------------------------------------------------- N 2 B3LYP/6-31G(d) -PCM(EtOH)-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) -1827.5017241 0.049930 -1827.495495 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Compound Method E, hartree ZPE, hartree G, hartree ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) -PCM(EtOH)-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) -685.6764469 0.185149 -685.531627 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) -611.2232641 0.208599 -611.055404 PCM(EtOH)-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) -611.4687816 0.205292 -611.302082 B3LYP/6-31G(d) -611.4545038 0.207078 -611.290108 PCM(EtOH)-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) -611.6368586 0.203915 -611.472895 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) -
----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) -PCM(EtOH)-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) -800.2400788 0.217665 -800.065955 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) ----------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) ---------------------------------------------------------------------- B3LYP/6-31G(d) -
